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Jar manifest classpath format

I've known almost since I started learning about Java that the Class-Path header field in a manifest file indicates the relative runtime path for JARs to run (JARs with an application starting point specified by another manifest header called a master class). A colleague recently encountered an issue that surprised me because it proved that the Class-Path value of a JAR file also
affects classpath compilation time when the containing JAR is included on the classpath when you run javac. This entry illustrates my new nuance. In the Section Add classes to the JAR file Classpath of the Java tutorial deployment path indicates that classes should be included in the Class-Path header field in the application or applet manifest file. The same section also
indicates that, by using the Class-Path heading in the manifest, you can avoid having to specify a long-classpath flag when you start Java to start your application. These two sentences actually summarize how I always thought of the Class-Path heading in a manifest file: as the class path for jar containing that is performed by using the Java application launcher (Java executable
file). It turns out that the Class-Path value in JAR's manifest affects the Java siding (javac) just as it affects a Java application launcher. To demonstrate this, I'm going to use a simple interface (PersonIF), a simple class (person) that implements this interface, and a simple main course that uses the class that implements the interface. The code guide listings are shown next for
these. PersonIF.java Public Interface PersonIF { Rick Sayshelo(); } Adam.javaimport static java.lang.System.out; Public Department Person Implements PersonIF { Public Space sayHello() { out.println(Hello!); } Main.javapublic primary class { primary public static blank (final string[] arguments) { last person = new person(); person.sayHello(); } As you can see from the code
prescriptions above, the primary class depends on (user) class person and person in class dependent (implementing) PersonIF. I deliberately place the PersonIF file.class in its own jar named PersonIF.jar .jar and store this JAR on a sub-router .class different.jar The .class character .java with the current directory only on classpath. I would expect the collection to fail when javac
will not be able to find PersonIF.jar also a separate subdirectration. However, it didn't fail! That seems surprising to me. Why is this compilation when I have not explicitly specified PersonIF.class (or JAR containing it) as a classpath value provided by the -cp flag? You can see the answer by running javac with the -literal flag. Javac-verbose output provides the search path for
source files and the search path for class files. You're the... A path for class files was a significant one in this case because I switched to PersonIF.java and Person.java source files to a directory that is completely unrelated not to these specified search paths. It is interesting to see that the search path for class files (as well as the search path for source files) includes the /PersonIF
archive.jar although I did not specify this JAR (or even its directory) in the value of -cp. MF of each JAR specified on the class path. The following screen image illustrates the activation of the main class.class the newly compiled and ediped PersonIF.class collected from the Archive/PersonIF.jar without specifying the value passed to the Java-cp flag of the Java app launcher. I
expected the running time behaviour to be so, though I admit I never tried it or even thought about doing it with jar that manifesto. The MF file did not have a master-level header (JAR other than an executable file). The manifest .jar in this example did not specify a major header and specified only a Class-Path header, but still managed to use this classpath content at runtime
when it is enabled by Java. The final demo for this message involves removing the Class-Path header and associated value from a JAR file and attempting to compile with javac and the same class path specified on the command line. In this case, a JAR containing a person.class is called Person2.jar and the following screen image illustrates its manifest. The MF file does not
have a class path header. The following screen image demonstrates that compilation with javac has now failed because, as expected.class PersonIF, is not explicitly specified on classpath and is no longer available by reference from the manifest. Jar MFClass-Path header sedates in class path. We see from the previous screen image that the search paths for source files for class
files no longer include archive/PersonIF.jar. Without this JAR enabled, javac cannot find PersonIF.class and reports the error message: A class file for PersonIF could not be found. General observations The class-path title in the manifest. The MF file has no dependency on the existence of a master-level header that exists in the same JAR manifest. MF file. JAR with Class-Path
manifest title will make these classpath entries available to Java classloader regardless of whether this JAR is executed with java-jar ... or simply located on the classpath of a larger Java application. JAR with class path manifest header will make these class path values available for javac (javac) receder if this JAR is included in the specified class path for the Java sidder.
Because class-path usage in jar manifest file is not limited in range to JARs whose primary cycle is performed, class dependencies can be inadvertently satisfied (perhaps even with incorrect These instead resolve explicitly specified classpath values. We recommend that you be careful when building JARs with manifests that specify a class path or when using third-party JARs
with Class-Path specified in their manifest files. The importance of JAR's manifest file is sometimes subdued, but this topic is a reminder of the benefit of being aware of what's in a particular JAR manifest file. This topic is a reminder of the insight that can be gleaned from the occasional javac session with the -verbose flag to see what it is up to. Whenever you place JAR on the
javac deterror classpath or java application launcher, you place more than just the class settings within that JAR on the classpath; You also place classes and JARs referenced by the class path of this JAR manifest in the class path of the set or application launcher. Conclusions there are many places from which java classes may load classes for building and running Java
applications. As this message proved, jar manifest Class-Path title. An MF file is another point of contact to affect the classes that the administrator loads at both runtime and compilation time. The use of Class-Path does not affect only jars that they can run (there is a primary class header specified in their manifest file and run with java -jar ...), but can affect the classes loaded for
compilation and any java application execution in which JAR with the manifest file containing a class header is placed on classpath. Specifying all required jar in classpath can be a pain. Here are some techniques for setting up a classpath setting automatically. For Windows 2000 (or better), we need a set of 3 CMD files to scan a given directory and build the classpath setting with
all the found jars. main.cmd @echo the buildclasspath.cmd call.\lib Echo The Classpath setting is %CLASSPATH%... java MyClasspath.cmd set _CLASSPATH=%CLASSPATH% Set CLASSPATH=%1 for %%i in (%1\*.jar) Call buildclasspath_append.cmd %%~fsi if %% _CLASSPATH 3% == End of CLASSPATH set =%_CLASSPATH%;%CLASSPATH% :END
buildclasspath_append.cmd set CLASSPATH=%CLASSPATH%;%1 with XP (or better), it's simpler ... A single batch file can do the trick. @echo Another session option has been delayed if a different (defined CLASSPATH=%CLASSPATH%;.) option (define CLASSPATH=.) for /R.\lib %%g in (*.jar) does define CLASSPATH=! Class - %%G Echo Classpath definition is
%CLASSPATH%... Java MyClass JDK6 According to there is a new way to include jars in a given guide without explicitly specifying any of them. As a special convenience, a class path component that contains a base name of * is considered the equivalent of specifying a list of all files in the directory with .jar or extension. JAR (Java program cannot differentiate between the two
thys.) For example, if the foo directory contains .jar and The foo/* class path element is then extended to a.jar:b.JAR, except that the order of jar files is not specified. All jar files in the specified directory, even hidden files, are included in the list. A simple complex classpath value of * expands to the list of all jar files in the current directory. The CLASSPATH environment variable,
when defined, will be expanded similarly. Note : There is a bug when using this feature with JAVAW, see Note : Use a note to avoid a problem during wildcard expansion, formerly javac -cp C:\mylib\* HelloWorld.java JAR (and ANT) The best solution when you have a jar is to try to include the required jars in the manifest statement. Manifest-version: Class-Path 1.0:
customer_client.jar mailer_client.jar signon_client.jar JDK-mandated manifest file format restrictions requires the use of the character's space as a continued line character, so make sure that your editor is not configured to cut trailing spaces on saves and ports. Line with Class-Path: The header must end with a space character, and each row that refers to that of the client jar must
start and end with a Space character, and the manifest file as a rule must end in a blank line. Keep in mind that when you launch an application with a CLASSPATH setting (as defined by the environment variable) you bypass by a class path that has defined the jar manifest. See can't use Ant to build your jar and build the manifest class path setting. It's possible (but not so simple)
to do so in &lt;path id=build.classpath&gt; &lt;fileset dir=${basedir}&gt;&lt;/fileset&gt; &lt;include name=lib/*.jar&gt;&lt;/include&gt; &lt;/path&gt; automatic without specifying any jar one at a time: &lt;pathconvert property=manifest.classpath pathsep= &gt; &lt;path refid=build.classpath&gt;&lt;/path&gt; &lt;mapper&gt; &lt;chainedmapper&gt; &lt;flattenmapper&gt;&lt;/flattenmapper&gt;
&lt;globmapper from=*.jar to=lib/*.jar&gt;&lt;/globmapper&gt; &lt;/chainedmapper&gt; &lt;/mapper&gt; &lt;/pathconvert&gt; &lt;target depends=compile name=buildjar&gt; &lt;jar jarfile=${basedir}/${test.jar}&gt; &lt;fileset dir=${build}&gt;&lt;/fileset&gt; &lt;manifest&gt; &lt;attribute name=Main-Class value=mycompany.Testin&gt;&lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;attribute name=Class-Path
value=${manifest.classpath}&gt;&lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/manifest&gt; &lt;/jar&gt; &lt;/target&gt; The last ant version (1.7) includes a task called ManifestClassPath that converts a class path to a space-separated list of items used to define Manifest Class Path feature. &lt;target name=MyJar depends=dist, compile description=generate jar&gt; &lt;jar destfile=${dist}/${jar}&gt;
&lt;manifest&gt; &lt;attribute name=Main-Class value=${Main_Class}&gt;&lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;attribute name=Class-Path value=. lib/utils.jar lib/client.jar&gt;&lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/manifest&gt; &lt;/jar&gt; &lt;/target&gt; see &lt;path id=build-classpath&gt; &lt;fileset dir=$build{.dir}&gt; &lt;include name=*.jar&gt;&lt;/include&gt; &lt;/fileset&gt; &lt;/path&gt; &lt;manifestclasspath
property=lib.list jarfile=${build.dir}/${jar.file}&gt; &lt;classpath &gt;&lt;/classpath &gt; /&gt; &lt;jar&gt; ... &lt;manifest&gt; &lt;attribute name=Main-Class value=com.mycompany.TestMain&gt;&lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;attribute name=Class-Path value=. ${lib.list}&gt;&lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/manifest&gt; ... &lt;/jar&gt;
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